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Besides the case of linear intersecting terms (The Landau-Zener problem), interest attaches in the study of
non-adiabatic transition to the case when both the terms and the interaction leading to the transition between
them vary very rapidly near the intersection, and can be represented in the limit by <').functions. The problem
of calculating the transition probabilities in a two-level system for such local interactions and for stochastic
motion along the term is solved for a rectangular interaction and Poisson process and for a S-like potential
and one-dimensional diffuse motion. The results are compared with those of the correlation theory.

A

large group of kinetic effects can be interpreted
with the aid of a time-dependent Hamiltonian
H = H[a, q(t)], where a represents the quantum variables, and q( t) the classical trajectories regarded as
functions of the time. The transition rates in such
systems are usually calculated on the basis of the correlation theoryfll, which is a variant of perturbation
theory. In the present paper we solve the corresponding problem exactly for certain concrete cases, so that
a comparison of our results with the data of the correlation theory makes it possible to determine more precisely the region of applicability of this theory.
For a condensed phase, each trajectory can be regarded, in many problems, as an individual realization
of a certain random process q(t) described by probability characteristics. We then obtain the following
expression for the probabilities Wgg' per unit time of
the transitions between the states g and g' of the timedependent Hamiltonian H0 ( a) under the influence of a
perturbation V( a, q) that varies randomly with time:
2
t

J

W,• =' Ji2 Re dt exp(iw11"t)

Jdq, Jdq, V,.•(a, q,)

(1)

0

X V,.,(a,q,)P(q,,tlq.,O)P(q,),

where P( q2, t2l q 1, t 1) is the conditional probability of
the random process q(t), P( q) is its one-dimensional
distribution function, and tiwgg' = Eg - Eg'. Disregarding the dependence of the matrix elements on the indices g and g', which is immaterial for our purpose,
and putting wgg' = wo and Vgg' = Y2 tiw1( q), we rewrite
(1) in the form
t

W

=

'/,Re

Jdte'••'K(t),

(2)

0

where
K(t)

=

It is easily seen that the condition (3) can be satisfied in such a situation only for nonlocal interactions
w1(q), i.e., when the transitions occur at practically
arbitrary values of q. Indeed, satisfaction of inequality
(3) in this case allows us to state that perturbation
theory does not hold only for trajectories for which the
time dependence of q(t) is such that w1[q(t)]
~ exp(iw 0 t). But the measure of such trajectories is
vanishingly small, and their contribution to W can be
disregarded. In other words, the condition (3) is in
fact a sufficient condition for the applicability of (2) in
the case when the form of the function w 1( q) and the
character of the random process q(t) are such that we
have in order of magnitude ( w~ )max~ ( wi). Such a
case is realized for example in the calculation of the
probabilities of relaxation processes between Zeeman
nuclear magnetic energy levels under the influence of
the dipole-dipole interaction of the magnetic moments
of nuclei of one and the same molecule, modulated by
rotational diffusion ("internal relaxation"). However,
if w 1( q) differs noticeably from zero only in a small
region ~q, as is the case in collisions between two interacting particles, then ( wi) can be arbitrarily small
at sufficiently low concentrations. For trajectories that
lead to transitions (and correspond to collisions), perturbation theory may indeed not be valid for the calculation of W. Since trajectories for which there are no
collisions do not lead to transitions at all (although
their measure is large), formula (2) may turn out to be
incorrect in general.
We consider in this paper the calculation of the
probabilities of the transitions under the influence of
such local interactions. In particular, we derive the
conditions under which expression (2) is valid in this
case. We choose as a model the two-level Hamiltonian

(.w,[q(O)],w,•[q(t)J>

H = H,

is the correlation function of the random quantity w 1( q).
If Tc is the correlation time of the function K( T) (deK( T) I dT ), then the condition for
fined as Tc = K- 1( 0)

Ji

0

+ {i)(q) ]a,

(4)

where ax and az are Pauli matrices. Without loss of
generality, we can put
(w(q))

(3)

H, = 'f,li[w,

V = 'f,!iw,(q)a.,

the applicability of formula (2) is usually written in the
form
This condition presupposes that those trajectories q(t)
for which perturbation theory does not hold make a
small contribution to W in comparison with the main
(macroscopically overwhelming) mass of the trajectories.

+ V,

=

(w,(q))

=

0.

(5)

Indeed, if the condition (5) is not satisfied, then, by
subtracting from w and w 1 their mean values and adding the corresponding terms to the constant part of
the Hamiltonian, we can again obtain a Hamiltonian of
the type (4) and condition (5) by rotating the coordinate
system. Just as in our preceding paper( 2l, we have included in the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 the "secular"
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part of the time-dependent perturbation.
Since q = q(t) is a random process, the transition
probability W should be obtained by averaging, over all
the possible realization of this process, the functional
W [ q( t)] corresponding to the transition probability for
the given realization. An expression for W[ q(t)] can
be obtained if it is possible to solve the time dependent
Schrodinger equation with a Hamiltonian (4) in which
q(t) is an arbitrary function of the time. This can be
done exactly when H0 = 0 and H = ( 7'2)liw 1( q)<Tx, or
else by regarding V as a perturbation. The first situation corresponds to a transition between degenerate
states under the influence of the interaction produced
upon collision of the particles. Let 1/J< 1 • 2> be the eigenfunctions of the operator <Tz· Then, if 1J;< 1 > = 1 and
zfJ< 2> = 0 at t = 0, we get at the instant of time t
1jl<'l

j

(6)

=sin{'/, w,[q(t') ]dt' }.
0

Jw, (q(t') )dt'l' = '/, [ 1- Re exp{ i Jw, (q(t') )dt'}] .
0

0

(7)

The transition probability at the instant t, averaged
over all the realizations, is
W, =(W,[qJ>= '/,Re[ 1- q>(t)],
q> (t) = ( exp [ i

(8)

J

=

w1 (q (t')) dt' ]) .

0

J

J[

0

to

w, (q (t,)) exp { i

wo

+ w (q (t'))] dt' }at,,

and for the transition probability at the instant t,
averaged over all trajectories, we get

(9)

dt,<D (t., t,).

0

For stationary Markov random processes, <I> depends
only on the time difference:
<D (t,, t,) = <D (t,- t,) = <D (,;).

Inaddition, <l>(T)=<I>*(-T), and when ITI ~Tc (Tc is
the correlation time of the random quantities w( q) and
w 1(q)) we have <l>(T)-0. Makingin(9)thechangeof
variables T2 - T 1 = T and t 1 + t2 = ~ and assuming that
t ~ Tc, we find that Wt = Wt, and the transition probability per unit time is

s
~

W = 2Re <ll(,;)dT.

(10)

0

The functions cp(t) and <I>(t), in the general case of
Markov stationary processes q(t), can be calculated
by introducing the quantity Q( q2, t" - t 1; q 1), which is
t2
the incomplete mean value of exp[i w(q)dt']:
Q(q,, t,- t,; q,) =

sdq!1) • .. dq<nlp(q., t,

tl

I

Jq"l, t<il)P(q<tl, t<•l q<'l, t<•>)

t,) + iw (q<'>) (t<•>- t< l) + ...
... + iw (q,) (t,- t<">) ].
(11)

I

X · .. P(q<"l, t<n> q,, t,) exp[iw (q< 0 ) (t< 0 -

1

In the calculation of cp and <I>, the quantity w ( q) in the
exponential should be replaced by w 1( q) and w 0 + w( q),
respectively. With the aid of Q we can represent the
functions cp ( T) and <I> ( T) in the form

0

Formula {8) represents averaging, over all the trajectories, of the exact expression for the probability of
the transition from the state 1/J< 1> to the state 1/J< 2 >, and
therefore takes into account automatically both direct
and inverse transitions. The number of transitions per
unit time can be obtained with the aid of (8) by normalizing the stationary random process q(t) to the density
of the particle flux through the point q = q 0 (corresponding to collision). We can expect Wt to become
proportional to the time after a transient time interval
(following the turning-on of the interaction at t = 0),
i.e., at sufficiently long t, for under these conditions
the "supply" of particles to the point q 0 , where the
interaction takes place, is constant, and the transition
probability per interaction act does not depend on the
time.
If the interaction V can be regarded as a small
perturbation, then the transition probability obtained
from perturbation theory does not take inverse transitions into account. Therefore, averaging this quantity
over the trajectories, we find that it is proportional to
the time for the stationary random process q(t)
normalized to the particle concentration. Indeed, in
first order of perturbation theory we obtain for 1/J< 2>
( 1/!< 1> = 1 at t = 0)
¢<" = i

I

dt,

J

and for the transition probability at the instant t we
have
W,[q(t)] =I sin'/,
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<ll(r)=

s

dq,dq,Q(q,,T; q,)P(q,),

(12)

Jdq,dq,w,(q1)(t) 1(q,)Q(q ,T;q,)P(q,).

(13)

q>(r)=

2

If the conditional probability P( q2, t2l q1, t1) satisfies
a Kolmogorov equation of the type
ap I at,= P.,P,

then we can obtain for Qr

{14)

3 •4 l

aQ 1at,= iw(q,)Q

+ P.,Q

(15)

with an initial condition
Q(q,, 0; q.) = 6(q,- q,).

(16)

We note that Eq. (15) is equivalent to an integral equation whose solution satisfies the initial condition,
namely
'

Q (q,, r; q,) = P(q,, r Iq,, 0)

+ i f dt' f dq' P(q,, rl q', t') w (q') Q(q', t'; q,).

(17)

0

We choose the one-dimensional Poisson process as
the model of random motion for transitions between
nondegenerate states w0 + w( q) = 0 under the influence
of a local interaction. We assume that the trajectory
q(t) can be represented by discrete jumps through a
fixed distance a, so that at each instant of time q = na,
where n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... The jumps occur at an average
frequency v and furthermore in only one direction, so
that in each jump q changes from q = na to
q = (n + 1)a. Let the transition-inducing interaction
1( q) differ from zero only for the position q = an 0 ,
where it is equal to n. For 1( q) = w1( n) we can write
(18)
iil,(n) = Qllnno·

w

w
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According to the foregoing, in order to satisfy condition (5) we turn on in the operator H0 , by means of a
renormalization, the part w1, which does not vanish
upon averaging (see (16). Then the quantity w1(q)
= w1(n) in (6) takes the form
w,(n) = Qll ••,-P(n0 ).Q,

(19)
where P(n) is the probability of being located in the
position n. If the particle flux through the point q = na
is denoted by f, then we get for P( n)

this interaction is small, since the corresponding secular part is taken into account by formula (10) exactly.
For the case woTc » 1, similar problems were considered by Karamyan and one of the authorsf 6 l; the
present analysis is suitable for arbitrary T c. Let us
calculate the function <I>( T) for a Poisson process,
when
w,

<ll (T) = P0

where Po is the concentration. Formula (12) takes the
form
<p(,;) =PoL, Q(n,, ,;; n 1).

w = Q6.,- QP0 •

Q,'\ Q(n

0,

T; n 0 ) - Po

P(n,, t,jn,, t1) = [v(t,-t,)]"·-•·e-v<t,-t,l f (n,-n,)l,

(22)

LJ [Q (n, ,;; n

0)

n

+Q(n0 ,T;n)J+Po' _EQ(n,T;n') }·

(21)

Recognizing that the conditional probability P(n 2,
t2l n1, t 1) for a Poisson process isf 5 l

(27)

n,nr

At small concentrations it is necessary to take into
account only the first term in the curly brackets. Indeed, as seen from (11), a majorizing estimate of
Q(n2, Tj n1) is
IQ(n,, T; n,)l ,;;;;P(n,, TJn,, 0).

and representing (17) in the form
Q(n,, 't; n,) = P(n,, Tin,, O)exp(iPoR't)

Q,ll.,- Q,Po,

Formula (13) yields in this case

(20)

P(n) =Po=//v,

=

Therefore 1 ~Q( n', T; n) I
assume for <I>:

+ iQ J' P(n,, Tlno, t')

:::::

1 and at small Po we can

0

(23)

X exp[iPoR ('t"- t') ]Q (n 0 , t'; n,) dt',

we obtain
<p(,;) = exp(iP0 Q,;) [ 1

+ iQP

J
'

0

0

..

v - iQe••t-vt
v-zQ

]
dt .

(24)

Substituting this result in (8) we find that for an interval that is large in comparison with the average time
of an individual jump but is small in comparison with
the average interaction frequency (small concentrations), i.e., at

Wo

(25)

2

v'+

+ w(n) =

Wo

+ R6 ••,.

Therefore the substitution

the quantity W7 is proportional to the time, so that

W=~Po~.

(28)

<ll (T) = P,Q,'Q(n 0 , -r; no).

We note that a nonzero value of P 0 corresponds (at a
finite number of particles) to a process that is limited
in the space -N::::: n < N, so that the quantities, P 0 ,
and Q in (27) should be tagged with the index N.
Actually, we take the limit as N- oo, confining ourselves to terms linear in the concentration.
As seen from (9 ), the quantity w( q) in (15) for a
stepwise local interaction is equal to

Q(n', T; n) = exp(iw 0 ,;)Q'(n', T; n)

(26)

Q'

Conditions (25) can be satisfied simultaneously when
11 » PoU and 11 2 » fU, i.e., L1 the case of sufficiently
small fluxes. When U « 11, the result (26) goes over
into the well known result of correlation theoryPl,
W = Y2PoU 211-\ with PoU 2 = ( wi>, Tc = 11- 1. We see
therefore that the condition for the applicability of
correlation theory is not the satisfaction of the conditions (3) but the satisfaction of the inequality 11 » n,
meaning that for local interactions perturbation theory
holds only when the correlation frequency of the random process is much higher than the characteristic
interaction frequency U at the instant of ''collision.''
Thus, the mean value of the interaction ( wi) can be
arbitrarily small (at low concentrations), but the results of the correlation theory turn out to be incorrect
if U ;:::; 11 (the transition probability per "collision"
calculated from the correlation theory may turn out to
be larger than 1 ).
We now consider the case when the interaction in
(6) can be regarded as a perturbation. We note by way
of an introduction that the formula (1 0) holds for the
transition probability not because the local interaction
is small at the instant of encounter (during the
"collision") but only because the non-secular part of

leads to Eq. (17) for Q'. From formula (22) we obtain
for Q' (no, T; no)
Q' (no, T; no)= e-"

+ iQ J' e-•<•-•lQ' (no, t; n

0)

dt,

0

whence

From (10) we obtain directly the following expression
for the transition probability per unit time between
states with definite CJz under the influence of w1(n)
= U1 [ onn 0 - Po]:
W=2PQ'
0

'

v

v'+(R+wo)''

(29)

whereas the correlation theory yields in this case
W= 2P0 Q,'

v

'Vz

;+ COoz

(30)

The results (29) and (30) coincide if n « w 0 , which is
the condition for the applicability of the correlation
theory, whereas the sufficient condition for the validity
of (29) is
(31)

(the probability of a transition in the average time of
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one "collision" is much less than 1). Expression (29)
has a maximum at 0 = -w 0 ; the physical meaning of
this is obvious, since 0 = -w 0 corresponds to the
resonance conditions at the instant of collision.
We now consider the case when
w,(q)

=

y,[l\(q) -P,],

=

'"(q)

yl\(q)

(Po has now the dimension of reciprocal length) and
q = q(t) is a random process whose conditional probability satisfies the diffusion equation

est since (32) contains only Yk(O)). It is easy to verify
directly that the condition (35) is satisfied if we put
(38)
Let the contour C coincide with the real k axis everywhere except at the points ki,2 = ±b; the points ±b are
circled by infinitesimally small semicircles from
above and below, respectively. We then have for Q

J

I

X [cos kq,- ibk-' sink q,l )[cos kq,- ibk-' sink lq,l]dk.

(32)

To calculate Q(O, t; 0) we can again use (17). We shall
describe, however, another and more general method
which is convenient not only for local interactions.
Equation (15) and the initial condition (16) at w(q)
= yl>( q) are satisfied by the function
Q(q,, -r; q,)

= e'••T _Ee-''DTy,(q,) fl• (q,),

(33)

where .Yk is an eigenfunction of the operator 'Sfq
= a2ja q" - 2ib6( q), corresponding to the eigenvalue
-k 2 (b = y/2D),

It is easy to verify that when the indicated integration

contour is used the functions Yk and Yk determined
from (3 7) and (38) satisfy the relation

s

y,(q,)fj.. (q,)dk

r

L -oo,

Formulas (10 ), (32), and (39) yield
2y,'
n

-

P oYt 'll~
W

l

If the diffusion takes place on an infinite straight line,

then the sum in (33) goes over into an integral, the
Kronecker symbol in (35) becomes a I)-function; the
boundary condition in this case is that the solution be
bounded on the entire line. For diffusion in the region
-L =s q ::S L, the boundary conditions correspond to
absence of a probability-density flux through the
boundary
q=L

i)q

I

q=-L

=

o

(36)

•

The bounded solution of (34) i.s
Y• (q) = a,(cos kq- ibk-' sink Iq I),

(37a)

and the solution of the conjugate equation yields
fj.(q) = a,(cos kq

with k real (the solution

+ ibk-' sin kl qi),
(37b)
Yk = ak. sin kq is of no inter-

k' dk
·
c (k'- b') (k'D- iw,)

I[

W--ReJ

=--n(w)

(35)

= iJy

b(q,- q,),

which ensures satisfaction of the initial condition (16).
We note that we obtained the contour C by considering
diffusion on a bounded segment -L =s q =s L (i.e., by
using the boundary condition (36) and normalizing the
solution in accordance with (35 ); we then cbtain akak
= k 2 [ ( k 2 - b 2) X L - ib 1 ) and taking the limit as

and Yk is the eigenfunction of the conjugate operator
2-'q = o2/oq 2 - 2ib15(q). The functions Yk and Yk were
chosen to satisfy the equation

I

=

c

(34)

iJy
iJq

(39)

c

<I> ( t)

<D(t) = P,y,'Q(O, t; 0).

+

1 k' exp (- k'yt iwot)
Q ( q,, t,. q, ) -_ '"";'
k'- b'
.

iJP(q,, t Iq,, 0) I iJt = DiJ'P(q,, t Iq, 0) I iJq,'.

In analogy with (28) we obtain for
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(40)

M] -·

w 1 >0

[,b -b (2lwi)V'
lwl]-'
-n- +--n
,

ro,<O

b'

+ b(~)
n

'i·

+D'

Under no condition does expression (40) for the transition probability go over into the corresponding formula
obtained for the probability from correlation theory.
This is understandable if it is recalled that the local
interaction was simulated by a I)-function, and consequently a condition such as (31) can never be satisfied.
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